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Executive Summary
During 2019, Uralla Shire experienced the driest period since rainfall records commenced in
the late 1800s, putting pressure on our water supplies - both in terms of the security of
supply and quality of drinking water. It is crucial that we build a community consensus on
how to transition to a more secure water supply, given changing climate means we will face
this challenge again.
The unique ZNET Uralla project – Let’s Talk About Water (funded by NSW Government
Increasing Resilience to Climate Change Community grant and conducted in partnership
with University of NSW, in consultation with Uralla Shire Council) addressed the critical
challenge of sustainable water supply by exploring, with our community, options for future
water security. The project mapped community values and how these relate to possible
responses to water scarcity - using a water survey, stakeholder interviews and focus groups.
This approach allows the community to understand and acknowledge the problem and then
apply its values to the various technical approaches that could be used to solve our water
challenges, thus creating community support for actions taken by Uralla Shire Council.
Our community told us that some options (Figure 1) like sinking bores or linking to a
regional pipeline are viewed as problematic. People are concerned about the environmental
impact of bores and over extraction of water, while there was concern that competition for
water when demand is high in the whole region made reliance on a regional pipeline risky.
The most diverse response was to the option for recycling water back into Kentucky Creek
Dam. This was not unexpected given community attitudes, limited experience with water
recycling, but also a good understanding of the benefits of water recycling in a situation of
water scarcity.
Some options mesh well with community values – such as using recycled water for nondrinking uses and installing more rainwater tanks. While other options like increasing dam
capacity, desilting the dam, and capturing storm water runoff received general support but
with uncertainty regarding their feasibility.
Importantly, there is little appetite in our community for taking no action to secure future
water supplies. This response is consistent with the feedback on how the drought and
elevated water arsenic impacted peoples’ lives and businesses, and the difficulty the
community had in reaching target water efficiency goals.
The results of the community engagement have been shared with the general public, Uralla
Shire Councillors, Uralla Shire Council, and other regional Councils. This Let's Talk About
Water Uralla Shire Water Blueprint has been produced to share with other communities.
The power of hands-on demonstrations and sound engagement techniques were
highlighted throughout the project. People appreciated the opportunity to contribute and
responded in a constructive and open way. People also wanted to own and take some
responsibility for finding a solution with a long time-horizon. The challenge will be how to
take the next steps in securing water supplies and bringing the community along with the
Council decisions being made. Our Blueprint gives insights into how to do achieve this.
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Figure 1. Community opinion on possible options for future water security for Uralla Shire.

What Happened During the Drought?
Setting the Scene
During 2019, Uralla Shire experienced the driest period since rainfall records commenced in
the late 1800s, putting pressure on our water supplies - both in terms of the security of
supply and quality of drinking water. This situation was echoed throughout the MurrayDarling Basin where water had to be trucked into communities at great cost. In this context
it is crucial that we build a community consensus on how to transition to a more secure
water supply, given changing climate means we will face this challenge again.
Overall, future climate for the New England is predicted to be warmer with less winter and
more autumn rainfall which will be highly variable (AdaptNSW 2014). However, in 2019,
these hotter temperatures, higher evapotranspiration rates, and more variable rainfall
unexpectedly impacted water supplies in numerous NSW regional towns well before it was
predicted. The Uralla Shire Secure Yield Assessment, undertaken in 2015 (Uralla Shire
Council 2019), indicated that demand should not exceed Kentucky Creek Dam supply in a
dry year until 2044. In the light of the 2019 drought and elevated temperatures this
actuality came to pass 25 years sooner than predicted. Kentucky Creek Dam is the sole
source of water for the Uralla township reticulated system.
In late 2019, this led to emergency level water restrictions and deterioration in water quality
to the extent that it could not be used for human consumption due to elevated arsenic
levels. This was of immediate and significant concern to the residents of Uralla Shire as
communities cannot function efficiently, and prosper, without a secure supply of quality
water.

What Actually Happened
A timeline of events covering the last two months (of the 24-month drought) and the period
of the “Do Not Drink” alert is given in Figure 2. This timeline is a helpful reminder of how the
last few months of the drought played out and the subsequent period over which
restrictions on water use were lifted. A key public event during this period was a public
meeting held at the Uralla Bowling Club in late January 2020, organised by ZNET Uralla and
attended by over 120 people, to give the opportunity for Council staff to update the
community on the water issues and answer questions.
Some points to note are:
- The community struggled to consistently reach the 150L/person/day target
consumption
- The dam refilled to 100% capacity about 20 February 2020
- The “Do Not Drink Alert” was in place for four months (Dec 2019-April 2020) lifting
two months after there was significant rain
- Emergency water restrictions continued until 3 June 2020
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Figure 2. Drought timeline showing dates for key events such as increase in rural water
carting (once Armidale Regional Council closed water supplies to Uralla Shire residents),
water restrictions (L4 to L5 – Emergency), rainfall (mm), target water consumption
(L/person/day), actual water consumption (L/person/day; weekly and on average for the
period) and dates for "Do Not Drink Alert".

What Did Our People Tell Us?
The climax of the drought (and emergency water restrictions) coincided with record
temperatures and catastrophic bush fires across eastern Australia over the summer of 20192020. While Uralla township was spared fires in the immediate vicinity, the smoke haze
from fires nearby was oppressive and anxiety levels were raised across the Shire. And then
elevated arsenic levels in the drinking water were discovered. Many of these weather issues
at the time were conflated and interlinked in people’s minds, in terms of how they felt their
lives were being impacted.
At that point the community felt that not much more could go wrong - little did we
understand the implications of reports from Wuhan, China in late December 2019 of
pneumonia deaths of unknown cause. At least, by the time we were all being urged to wash
our hands for a minimum of 20 seconds to keep COVID-19 at bay, Kentucky Creek Dam and
our rainwater tanks were full.
Notes were taken of the conversations at the various gatherings held for Let’s Talk About
Water. They are largely unedited and are presented in Appendix D to give a sense of how
our community felt during the last few months of the drought and while they could not
drink the town water due to arsenic contamination.
In summary:
Families experienced raised stress levels finding it difficult to manage children’s bath time
with limited water supplies, washing clothes was difficult for households, and bare dusty

ground meant that there was no suitable area for children to play outdoors. Both children
and their parents became anxious about the contaminated water, and the fate of wildlife
and pets. The dust and smoke elevated asthma attacks and eye infections.
“It took almost all day to cart the washing into town and stand by as each load was done
and then get it home. Stole our family time.”.... “Dreaded the kids wetting the bed!”
From a town business perspective drought and arsenic impacted the amount of available
cash in the community. Adverse publicity associated with the elevated arsenic in the water
reduced café trade from travellers and overnight stays by visitors.
“The Sydney Morning Herald article on arsenic was far more deadly than the water!”
Some business found it difficult to subsequently access to COVID-19 Job Keeper support due
to loss of income in previous 12 months from drought and arsenic, while some businesses
reliant on good water supplies had to scale back production.
Rural enterprises suffered from the expected ravages of drought – dying livestock, lack of
income and financial stress of low incomes and high stockfeed bills. In addition, water
supplies for households and firefighting were not secure with access to town water
restricted and not suitable to drink.
“It’s the heart ache – going to the dam and getting stock out then going back to find them
bogged again and too weak so they had to be shot.”
Community members remarked on the daily routine of having little access to potable water
– cleaning teeth with bottled water, struggling with the weight of water buckets and triaging
which garden plants to keep alive with grey water, and coming to terms with the mental
impact on family and friends.
“Hope I don’t have to live through another drought. It was a terrible thing to see people
taking their own lives (suicide) and the livestock suffering.”
People also commented that good things also came out of the drought – people appreciated
where our water was coming from; there was a sense of strong community in getting the
bottled water distribution underway; town water now tastes a lot better; it taught people
how to conserve water and helped form new habits.
“We learnt a lot about being resilient and accommodating to life’s challenges.”

Why the Community Should Be Consulted
The term community engagement captures a broad range of practices and initiatives
through which the general-public and other stakeholders are invited to participate in and
contribute to significant policy, planning and decision-making. In this context, the
involvement of members of the public in policy-making – particularly in areas where we are
directly affected – is commonly regarded as a hallmark of sustainable development.
Early models of public consultation tended to favour “uni-directional decision-making
processes” – often referred to as the ‘Decide, Announce, Defend’ (DAD) model. In this vein

consultation processes were often conceived of as a way of generating community support
and acceptance for decisions, and in some cases moving the community toward an
acceptance of the need for, at times, challenging decisions.
This does not always work well and can lead to polarisation between the community and
decision-making bodies. A key weakness of the DAD model is that decisions are made well
before consultation processes are engaged, with little capacity for community inputs to
influence institutional thinking. This can lead to the perception that consultation processes
are something of a fig leaf, designed to ‘rubberstamp’ decisions that have already been
made (Chilvers and Kearnes 2016; Landström 2019).
A striking example of where commitments to public consultation, in areas of water planning,
produce this kind of reaction was the events that surrounded the 2006 referendum on the
use of recycled water in Toowoomba. While, in this case, public and stakeholder concerns
were not acknowledged up front such that the outcome was that Toowoomba ended up
with more expensive water as one of the best technical solutions was regarded as “off the
table”.
In response to these challenges, in recent years public consultation practice increasingly
emphasises “multi-directional”, early stage and participatory approaches whereby
community members can consider and evaluate the future demands on water resources
before technical solutions are offered by their water authority (Metropolitan Water
Directorate 2014). This brings the community along in the decision making so all options for
water security are on the table. A great example is how the Lower Hunter Water Plan was
developed with the community.
For the multi-directional model to work there needs to be a shared understanding of:
-

community values, views, and concerns for the technical options for water security

-

how these values and concerns shape people’s understanding of each option

-

how the community is likely to respond

-

and importantly what key information the community would like to know before a
solution is rolled out.

Community engagement builds public discussion and consideration of the need for
alternative water sources and develops better understanding of community values and
responses that are likely to be important as we move forward.

Let’s Talk About Water
The unique ZNET Uralla project – Let’s Talk About Water (funded by NSW Government
Increasing Resilience to Climate Change Community grant and conducted in partnership
with University of NSW, in consultation with Uralla Shire Council) addressed the critical
challenge of sustainable water supply by exploring, with our community, options for future

water security. The project mapped community values and how these relate to possible
responses to water scarcity.
This approach allows the community to understand and acknowledge the problem and then
apply its values to the various technical approaches that could be used to solve our water
challenges, thus creating strong community support for actions taken by Uralla Shire Council
to secure our water supply.
ZNET delivered the project in partnership with the Global Water Institute and the University
of NSW working in conjunction with Uralla Shire Council.
We did this in four steps:
1. Provided information on pathways for delivering extra water – e.g., increased
storage, recycling, greater water efficiency, rainwater tanks (see Appendix A)
2. Consulted community through Stakeholder Meetings, a Survey on Water Options,
Focus Groups and Workshops (see Appendix B for survey)
3. Sought wider community feedback on initial results so the voices of all sectors of our
community were included (see Appendix C)
4. And shared findings and provided the outcome to Uralla Shire Council to inform their
decisions.
Our goals were to deliver:
✓ a deeper community understanding of the water cycle and options for securing
water supply,
✓ a feeling of empowerment that the community can act to improve water security,
✓ and support for our Council to take the best pathway to water security.
This Water Blueprint and knowledge is being shared with other regional Councils and
communities in the Murray-Darling Basin.

How We Consulted Our Community
Survey on Future Water Options
To gain feedback from a broad base in the community, ZNET Uralla conducted a survey on
options for water security. The survey ran from December 2020 to August 2021 and could
be completed online or as a printed form.
Respondents were asked to express their thoughts on nine options for water security for
Uralla Shire. Pros and cons for each option were presented, and participants were asked to
indicate how they rated each option by ticking one of five boxes – from “No way”, “Poor”,
“OK”, “Good” to “Excellent”. The survey can be found in Appendix B.
The following options for future water security were included in the survey:
• Drill bores to supplement dam supply
• More rainwater tanks
• Clean silt out the dam
• Recycle treated water for public gardens and roadworks

•
•
•
•
•

Recycle treated water back into Kentucky Creek Dam
Use stormwater harvesting
Raise the dam wall, build supplementary dam
Link to regional pipeline
Do nothing about additional water supplies

These options were identified from an initial workshop with Uralla Shire Councillors and
Council staff (6 October 2020), as well as looking at what other regional communities had
done to secure water supplies. As well as rating each option, respondents were invited to
provide comments or request further information about the water security options.
Several pathways were used (Table 1) to distribute the survey both in hard copy and digital
form so that business, community, and general public were given the opportunity to
participate.
Copies of the printed surveys were available for people to complete at:
- ZNET Uralla Street Stall in February 2021 (General Public)
- ZNET Presentations for community organisations - (Community)
- ZNET Presentations and engagement with families with young children (Families)
- Regional Australia Bank and ZNET Business Breakfast (Business)
- At the completion of community Focus Groups run by ZNET and UNSW (General
Public)
An online survey was delivered via the ZNET website and was promoted on social media.
The number of printed survey responses was 209 and 20 surveys were completed online.
This represents over 5% of the adult population of the Shire.
Table 1. Source and profile of water survey respondents
Survey Event

Community Sector

ZNET Street Stall 22 – 28 Feb 2021
ZNET Presentations for Uralla Garden Club
(17 Apr 2021), Historical Society (10 Dec
2020), Rotary (26 Apr 2021), Friends of
McMaugh Gardens (12 Apr 2021),
Aboriginal Elders (27 Apr 2021) and CWA
(22 Jan 2021),
Water Story Telling at Uralla Pre-School
(29 Jun 2021) and Traders Store (24 Mar
2021) + Youth Week Event
RAB and ZNET Business Breakfast at the
Top Pub 24 Feb 2020
Engaged Public (from FG 13-15 May 2021)
Online survey June/July 2021)
Other

General Public (72)
Community (75)

Proportion
of
Respondents
31%
33%

Families (12)

5%

Business (31)

14%

General Public (14)
General Public (20)
General Public (5)

6%
9%
2%

The overall community acceptance for each option for future water security was judged on
the overall rating from the survey responses. From the comments provided on each water
option, themes were identified using a simplified Grounded Analysis approach for the
qualitative data collected.
The plan was to present the survey results to the community at a public event in the latter
part of the project, but this was not possible given COVID-19 pandemic health directives at
the time. As an alternative, the initial survey results were summarised on a flier that was
distributed in hard copy by post to all Uralla Shire mailing addresses (Appendix C). Residents
were encouraged to view the survey results at the ZNET Uralla website and, if they had not
already participated, to complete the survey online. Another 12 residents took this
opportunity to voice their views.

Stakeholder Interviews
Twenty-two semi-structured interviews were conducted with key stakeholders in Uralla.
These interviews we designed to explore community understandings of water security and
sustainability in Uralla and seek to uncover the underlying community values that are likely
to shape responses to proposed interventions designed to address water-security and
sustainability (Tracy 2013). In this way the stakeholder interviews are designed to operate as
an anticipatory methodology, in order to map community understandings and concerns ‘inthe-making’, providing insights into the range of concerns and consideration relevant for
different water security options.
Research participants were selected from a sample of Uralla residents, and representatives
of a range of community organisations, businesses, social and family groupings and public
sector organisations. Participants includes residents of Uralla township, and the wider Uralla
Shire, together with some participants who are employed in Uralla but reside outside the
Shire. Stakeholder interviews were comprised of thirteen men (59%) and nine women (41%)
from a range of ages.
These interviews commonly took approximately 60 minutes, and were audio recorded and
later transcribed for thematic analysis. This analysis informed the design of a series of focus
groups.

Focus Groups
Four focus group discussions were also coordinated to compliment the research conducted
for the stakeholder interviews. Focus group methodologies (Macnaughten 2020) are an
ideal approach to exploring the understandings that community members have about water
sustainability in Uralla, together with their responses to a series of proposed ‘options’ for
addressing these issues going forward.
Four focus groups were convened in May 2021, comprising the following groups:
•
•

Catchment land holders
Two focus groups of Uralla town residents and

•

Non-catchment Rural residents.

Each focus group comprised approximately ten participants and for a discussion lasting
approximately two hours. The discussions were recorded and transcribed for analysis.
Each of the focus group discussions was guided by a topic guide designed by the project
team, that broadly covered general issues around water sustainability followed by more
focused discussion of specific water supply and water efficiency options. Focus group
participants were provided with an information leaflet on each of these options. The
discussions were facilitated by Prof. Matthew Kearnes, while Prof. Stuart Khan also attended
each group and provided technical input as community members discussed each of the
nominated options.

Human Research Ethics
Recruitment of participants for both the stakeholder interviews and focus groups was
undertaken in accordance with the research ethics protocol (HREAP B: Arts, Humanities &
Law, University of New South Wales, HC Number: HC200697)

What Our Community Told Us About Options for Future Water
Security
ZNET Uralla Water Survey on Options for Future Water Security
Survey Reach
The survey undertaken by ZNET Uralla gave a good representation of Uralla Shire residents’
opinion and thoughts, about each of the possible options. The number of printed survey
responses was 209 and 20 surveys were completed online. Over 5% of the adult population
of the Uralla Shire completed the survey from a range of demographic groups – families,
community groups, town businesses, rural businesses, the general public and members of
the public with an interest in sustainability (Figure 3).
Results of the survey were communicated to the public via social media channels, Uralla
Shire Council Newsletter, the local newspaper Wordsworth and in a flier distributed by post
to all shire mailing addresses. The opportunity for additional survey responses yielded 12
online responses. The rating of options from these additional survey responses was similar
to the main survey, confirming the results.

Figure 3. Distribution of water survey responses from sectors of the Uralla Shire community.
High-Level Survey Results
The average ratings given to each option, from “no way” through to “excellent”, are shown
in Figure 4, and give an overview of community opinion.
Some options like sinking bores or linking to a regional pipeline are viewed as problematic.
People are concerned about the environmental impact of bores and over extraction of
water, while there was concern that competition for water when demand is high across the
whole region made reliance on a regional pipeline risky.
The most diverse response was to the option for recycling water back into Kentucky Creek
Dam. This was not unexpected given community attitudes and limited experience with
water recycling technologies but also a deeper understanding that water recycling offers
solutions in a resource constrained world.
Some options mesh well with community values – such as using recycled water for nondrinking uses and installing more rainwater tanks. While other options like increasing dam
capacity, desilting the dam, and capturing stormwater runoff received general support but
with uncertainty regarding their feasibility.
Importantly, there is little appetite in our community for taking no action to secure future
water supplies. This response is consistent with the feedback on how the drought and
arsenic impacted peoples’ lives and businesses, and the difficulty the community had in
reaching target water efficiency goals (Figure 2).
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Figure 4. Community opinion on possible options for future water security for Uralla Shire.

Deep Dive into Survey Feedback
It is the conversations, comments and shared discussions that sit behind the summary
charts that gives important insights into how our community feels about water security and
the various options that could be implemented in the future. These are presented for each
water option.
Comments About: Drill bores to supplement dam supply

Comment Theme

Type of Comments

Finite water supply

Must be reliable in drought; when it is gone it is gone; will deplete groundwater;
sustainability; people waste with lack of regulation; problem for ecosystems;
impact on water table; water table underground will dry up; depletion of bores a
concern.
No large underground water supplies: difficult finding the place to drill;
hydrological survey needed; high-capacity bores hard to find; not enough
underground water to supplement a town; poor quality water and low volumes;
needs evidence; waste of time and money.
Contingency only; we shouldn’t touch underground water – rainwater first; no way
– catch water and use sparingly; dams are better for wildlife and employment; use
as last resort; only in drought – not full-time use; increase capacity of dam first.

Technical feasibility

Last resort

Water quality

Depends on quality of bore water; use filtering; testing quality regularly;
production of brine; how much arsenic are we talking about here? it is not good to
drink.

Impact on existing bores

Effect on local landholder supply; can restrict water to farms that depend on bore
water.

More information
Cost effectiveness

More information on viability, cost of pumping, impact on ground water supplies,
interaction with other options.
Concerns about cost of infrastructure, too expensive for variable supply.

Good water resource

Unused resource; proven technology; I have no knowledge but sounds good.

Good for non-domestic
use

Great for town parks and gardens; used for road works.

Comments About: More rainwater tanks

Comment Theme

Type of Comments

Subsidise cost of installing

Need to provide government incentives; rebates would encourage
homeowners to install; other Councils have incentive schemes; need to
simplify Council requirements; Council restrictions are expensive to meet;
remove Council fees for large water tank proposals.
Out of towners are independent; we all need to be responsible for our water
needs; should not be funded by public money; so sensible; Uralla residents
should be keen due to recent arsenic contamination.
Best if connected to toilets and washing machines; ensure stored water is
actually used all the time; tanks catch small rainfall events providing regular
water; every little bit of water saving helps; most people save the water for
gardens for when restrictions come in.
Needs to be in building code; legislation to ensure household use inside;
should have enough for garden use; every house should have a tank; no
private pools using town water.
Practical use – not just as backup; education needed on continual use;
encourages responsible and visible value of water; support installation,
benefits, and risk of use; with good guidance can be very successful.

Water independence

Used every day in house

Regulation to make
mandatory
Educate on use

Safe to drink
Cost effectiveness
More information

Compulsory maintenance with testing for bacteria; best tank material for
water quality; not keen on plastic tanks; treat and filter before kitchen use.
Expensive option to install, tanks deteriorate.
Council regulation, how many can we have; could grey water usage be more
beneficial/practical?

Comments About: Clean silt out the dam

Comment Theme
Regular dam maintenance

More information

Technical feasibility

Cost effectiveness
Catchment management first

Environmental concerns

Build bigger dam

Type of Comments
Should be part of periodic maintenance, long term planning and
management plan; other Councils could also share silt pump; this should
have been completed when dam was low; would have thought this is just
regular maintenance; clean out the dam and Uralla will have more than
enough water; finally!!
What survey/engineering work has been done? How much extra storage is
created? Problem of silt is not going to go away – has silt mapping
(promised by USC in Jan 2020) been done? What happens with silt – is it
useable elsewhere? Potential effects on water supply? Should be part of
the solution; not sure after arsenic; will it stir up more arsenic? More info
on cost, impact on water life in dam, where will silt be put, length of
operation, examples of where this has been done before, duration of
disruption to water supply….
Would need careful monitoring – the powers that be do not have good
track record and we can’t afford mistakes; better to create new storage for
water; problem of supply the town while desilting; what to do with the silt;
dams have high evaporation – might be better water option.
Other water options may be cheaper in the long run; needs to be done but
will be expensive; expensive exercise for what might be achieved.
Better to keep the silt out; managed grazing in catchment to keep high
ground cover; landscape hydration; create carbon sponge in the
catchment; increase awareness of catchment role.
Would disturb healthy ecosystem developed over time; worried about
heavy metals in silt; cost benefit and environmental effect may not be
acceptable.
Expand dam with associated recreation, wildlife tourism spots.

Comments About: Recycle treated water for public gardens and roadworks

Comment Theme
Important for
parks/sport/roads
Good idea to conserve
water

Downstream
environmental impact
Full recycling into whole
system
More information

Good but not for
drinking
Opposed
Cost effectiveness

Type of Comments
Good idea for large areas such as parks and golf courses; should already be doing this to
support bowling and golfing greens, water heavy industries like orchards; take the pressure
off main town supply; adds to grey water recycling going on in community.
Recycling is part of continuous conservation, trigger when dam level drops to 50%; we are all
drinking recycled water and need to understand and accept this; needs to be implemented
for the future; government should help with infrastructure to help town residents to be
more water self-sufficient; careful planning ‘marketing’ campaign to win hearts and minds;
may be costly but in drought affected country a valuable option for Council and other
businesses.
Impact on those downstream of treatment plant, especially environment; takes from the
environment – creek and ground water; would completely stop the creek which would affect
downstream users who rely on creek for domestic use.
Easier to use all recycled water back into one system; why not do recycled water for all
needs? Save water wherever possible recycle all water every time.
As long as treated 100%, some natives don’t like recycled water; what cost would be involved
with treating water to drinking standards? Can recycled water be put through wetlands to
improve quality?
Good to take pressure off town supply to supply non-drinking water; probably would help –
perhaps just for council and industrial uses.
No; prefer dam/bore
Cost of setting up infrastructure; may need a tank system high cost, reflected in our rates.

Comments About: Recycle treated water back into Kentucky Creek Dam

Comment Theme
Good idea to conserve water

More information

With proper water treatment

Doubt Council capacity to
safely deliver

Cost effectiveness

Opposed
Only non-domestic use
Downstream environmental
impact

Type of Comments
Potential to reduce water requirements by up to 70%; whatever it costs make this
a sensible project; infrastructure is worth the cost; how do we encourage people to
better understand the higher value of recycled water? Our treated water becomes
Bundarra water supply; we already have examples of towns that recycle water; all
should be part of the toolbox; get on with it; recycle, recycle – water is the most
precious commodity on earth; if we can manage arsenic, we can manage recycled
water!
OK – slightly uneasy, however uninformed about this one; need to demonstrate to
residents that it is safe; how does this fit with own grey water recycling? Attitudinal
change is greatest challenge – use other examples where this is working; need long
term independent analysis of water quality information from other councils
currently recycling treated water.
As long as testing is carried out meticulously; we need to recycle after it has gone
through cleaning; It’s double filtered so why not? So long as all checks and
balances are maintained; create wetland to filter water then collect runoff prior to
putting it back into dam.
Would you trust USC with this? how will it be treated – don’t trust how it will work;
don’t have full trust in management of current water, so higher requirement would
be difficult to believe; as long as short cuts are not taken in setting up purification
plants; concerned at the cost of maintenance will not be maintained.
Cost of doing this? Would it operate all the time or only in dry periods? Rate payer
affected $; if set up well, could be good, expense could be an issue; cost benefit to
pipe and pump? It seems it would be a lot of cost – I think there are more effective
ways to save water.
No; no way – too many pills taken by humans; as a last resort.
Rather not have sewage in town drinking water however great idea for everything
else
Impact on those downstream of treatment plant, especially environment; unsure
of health and environment effect of additional chemical to treat water.

Not needed if dam capacity
increased

Need to increase water storage; more storage capacity is the answer.

Technical challenges

Water is already poor quality.

Comments About: Use stormwater harvesting

Comment Theme
Good way to
conserve water

Impact on
environmental
flows
Lower priority
Good
infrastructure
needed

More information

Cost effectiveness
Good way to keep
the town green

Water quality
Good way to
increase water
storage

Type of Comments
Needs to be implement for the future of our children’s children; storage – where will it go? If
into the dam then YES, YES, YES!; cost could be high but if done in a high quantum way could last
a long time; spend money on this instead of dam wall; potential to increase overall water supply;
finally we are thinking! Absolutely should be done!
Need to guarantee environmental flows into creek; most stormwater needed by ecosystem
elsewhere; got to keep the creek life going; takes from the environment – we don’t have the
right to every drop! Household tanks intercept quite a bit of this already; needs to be a
consistent flow in creek for endangered aquatic species and water users downstream.
Lower on the priority list but still useful; household tanks only for storm water harvesting;
difficult in Uralla; a higher capacity dam would do this with catchment stormwater.
Good idea to channel water into wetlands but needs controlled path; tonnes of water flow
though our place; there would be a bit of infrastructure but is achievable; put the infrastructure
in so it is available when needed; works well elsewhere with right infrastructure; maintenance of
gutters and drains; water runs very quickly and floods areas – would need a dam collection point
large enough to mitigate flooding.
Like it but need more info; don’t really understand the logistics of this; need data on potential
quantities and storage capacity; what happens in droughts when it does not rain? How do we
balance environmental flows against more water stored?
Cost may be prohibitive due to random nature of storms; high capital input to build system;
needs some detailed and careful analysis – could be expensive;
Keep town vegetation hydrated and alive – better urban microclimate control; could reduce
demand on drinking water; good for fire fighting and roads works; would provide Uralla Creek
land upgrade; may replenish and direct water to where it is required in Uralla creating a natural
flow that can be directed to habitats and wetland; contribute to most liveable town status.
Catching plastics and dumped rubbish concerns; suggest only public gardens and roadworks;
how filthy is storm water? Is it worse than arsenic?
Keep more water on site; the more water we can store the better.

Comments About: Raise the dam wall, build supplementary dam

Comment Theme
Second dam good
option

Generally, a good
option

More information

Stream
environmental
impact

Would it be enough
in drought?

Technical feasibility

With other options
may not be needed
Cost effectiveness

Type of Comments
Value for money? Second dam may be better; supplementary dam excellent
idea; topography would suggest downstream of existing dam, to capture
significant overflows of current dam in ‘normal’ seasons; build below Smith’s
Crossing; a second site may have greater value as old dam is in a shallow
topography.
Need water security for future generations; should have wall raised and
another dam lower down; do that before bores; the answer to the problem;
stores more water; should be prioritised; research to get the best value;
enlarge dam area open to wildlife; increase wall height – increase capacity!
If it extracts more water from the catchment does that mean someone ‘misses
out’ or is it usually ‘wasted’ water? What land would go under? What about
impact downstream? Would it fill with higher wall, is catchment large enough?
Will deeper mean less evaporation? Catchment analysis needed; Is dam big
enough for growth of population in Uralla?
Could be destructive to downstream habitats; riparian areas to go under rising
waters; ecosystems downstream need the drought breaking flow it would trap;
effects on landholders; impact to river system/ecosystem; we are taking water
from other areas and those down river; environmental assessment of
occasional overflow that now happens.
May still run out in future drought; small, covered reservoirs may be better;
larger water area means more evaporation, not sure much would be gained;
Uralla and all other towns are growing; depends on environmental impacts and
if it rains less in future - may not help in droughts.
Geological and engineering constraints; too many logistical problems –
excessive evaporation and inundation of land; silt levels may keep rising;
evaporation would be only winner – water would not be deep enough.
Only after dam maintenance with silt removed; short term answer but only one
little bit of bigger response needed; if earlier suggestions implemented and
more education on water usage may not be required.
If population is expected to grow, could be an option – cost would be high; high
cost – may require additional catchment area.

Comments About: Link to regional pipeline

Comment Theme
Negotiating access and
equity

Better to have local
supply

More information

Not enough to go
around in drought
Cost effectiveness

Supportive

Not sustainable use of
water

Type of Comments
Negotiating cost would be high; in drought there is not enough fair co-operation –
would require masses of bureaucracy; hi concern for BIG commercial users in other
regions; secure water attracts high water users; could be on water restrictions we
don’t need to be; beware the word “share” – Armidale has a history; expensive
option, competing, at risk and may not provide water when needed if all are in
drought; the Murray -Darling debacle shows how users outside the Shire can impact
our access; who would trust Armidale Council after recent legal issues with water
extraction; support ourselves, be reliant ourselves; get f***ed Armidale – you’re not
having our water, arsenic and all!
Need to look after our town first; feel that anything managed locally is better; not
needed – Uralla just needs more storage; each town needs to be water sufficient –
put in OWN infrastructure and maintain and monitor; arsenic could be shared – no
control over local issues; NO WAY, Vic Wright fought long and hard for us to not be
beholden to Armidale – he raised the dam wall; moved from Central Coast which did
exactly that – poor choice;
What distance can water sharing pipeline cover? How much water could be
saved/stored? This could be interesting to see how it works – could come in handy in
drought; worth having ongoing conversation – ‘Water Nationalism’ is greatest
hurdle; where would pipeline come from?
Could end up with too many areas using same water supply in an emergency; we’re
in this together; high cost for something that might not be used if all regions are
having same conditions at same time.
Value for money; gross waste of resources; expensive and inefficient and will be
poorly managed; requires a lot of money but could be achieved; expensive with risk
of regional priority for water.
If this is aligned with increased dam storage across the region, it may mitigate the
worse impacts of drought on places with smaller reserves; option to join with
Armidale once Malpas increased
This option seems to be a delay of execution – Australia is a dry continent with
scarce water resources; not sustainable – should be mindful of sustainability of
strategy.

Comments About: Do nothing about additional water supplies

Comment Theme
Unacceptable to the
community

Encourages water
efficiency

Limit water and live
within means

Temporary measure –
not long term

Limits economic growth

Risk escalates with
climate change
More information

Type of Comments
Who would want this? Less human centric; now is a good time to change given
what we have gone through; water restrictions are too hard to “police” and don’t
appear to work; entitled to good, clean and plentiful water; mental health aspects
to constant restrictions; climate change does not allow us to do nothing; we
cannot afford to ignore water security; to do nothing is criminal as there is no
back up plan; head in the sand (wet or dry) does not work; I’m always down for
doing nothing and drinking beer …. But if we run out of water, that could
jeopardize even that; !!!
Would be risky but more responsible water use is essential; needs a lot of
education and communication; sensible restrictions on watering gardens in the
heat of the day; treat water as a valuable resource; tighter water restriction and
more community education would be fine ALONG with some other plans to
drought-proof our water supply.
Living out of town makes you learn how to save water from early age and it
becomes a lifetime habit; do better with less; be self-sufficient or “no go”; drought
is common – manage for it; we live on the driest continent – all possible water
conservation measures should be in place; tight water restrictions so people value
water; households, businesses and industry waste water all the time because the
true cost is not charged.
Should have tighter water restrictions but future planning is necessary; happy
with water restrictions an interim measure as other options are implemented; OK
in conjunction with other approaches; we may not have a problem for another 30
years … but that is unlikely; let’s think all of the above options first!
Limited ability to increase population and develop business; no way – not viable
with increasing population; impact of water security on town finances; not an
option if we are to continue to grow; does nothing for building stronger rural
communities.
Do nothing only works if climate change policy works i.e., climate does not change
much; not an option with climate change.
Does it limit economic growth or encourage water conservation? Where is the
balance.

Deep Dive into Values
As outlined above, throughout this project we have conducted a series of semi-structured
stakeholder interviews and focus groups with a range of people from Uralla township and
from the wider Uralla shire. These methods allow us to understand the depth of community
understanding and knowledge of water sustainability issues in Uralla, alongside the role that
community may play in navigating water future planning processes.
What we learned from research was a series of key lessons that informed community
members’ understanding of the events that lead to water shortages in Uralla, and the ways
in which the community might respond to these issues.
Contributing Factors
Across the research conducted for this project, community members expressed an
understanding of the water shortages – and the consequent issues around elevated arsenic
levels in town water supplies – as a combination of environmental and socio-political
factors. Participants spoke vividly of the experience of drought toward the end of 2019,
culminating in a series of significant bushfire events around Uralla and their awareness of
the impact of drought conditions on water supplies for the town. For many participants, this
was attributable to climatic change generally, and was widely experienced as a more
extreme and extended period of water shortages compared with previous experiences in
Uralla.
It is important to note, however, that many community members pointed not only to
climatic and drought conditions in understanding their experience of water shortages. Many
participants emphasised the importance of wider social, political, and institutional factors
that contributed to these issues – with community members pointing to the historic
maintenance of the Kentucky Creek Dam and wider concerns around catchment
management and planning, together with the balance between using town drinking supplies
for a range of wider municipal purposes.
In responding to these issues, community members expressed a desire to prioritise long
term planning for water sustainability in addition to calls for more transparent forms of
community participation and consultation in developing future plans.
In the following sections we summarise specific community responses to each of the options
considered in this project.
Drilling New Bores
Across the qualitative aspects of the study the proposed use of groundwater bores to
augment town drinking supplies generated sustained community discussion and
consideration. In part this is due to the fact that the use of ground water is familiar in a
context such as Uralla. Participants saw the value in bore water whilst also recognising its
limitations. One participant commented that “I wouldn't want to be relying on it. Hard to
say it, again, it’s looking for that 10% of extreme use to try and supplement, but it's more
about making the most of what you've got then just trying to add a 10% to what you're
already doing”.

Focus group participants understood the ways in which ground water bores work and
expressed concerns for the wider environmental consequences of this approach, that “we
can't separate the water issue out of the other environmental discussions that we have”.
One of course focus group participants captured this concern by asking “water is connected,
isn't it? So what we do with water, it's hard to isolate, a borehole here, a dam there. They're
connected and very intricate in important ways, right?”
Underlying these concerns was a recognition of Uralla’s unique position in the broader
catchment, that “we are at the headwater. …. We are responsible for water quality and
catchment management”, while other participants insisted that the expansion in the
extraction of bore water was not sustainable, that “it’s all dipping into the same pool really,
isn’t it? There's nothing more under there than we’re just sinking more holes to get to it.”
Alongside this, participants expressed a desire for greater community input in the siting of
new groundwater bores
Installing more rainwater tanks
Much like the community responses to the use of groundwater bores to augment town
drinking supplies the use of domestic rainwater tanks, and other water efficiency measures,
were also regarded as familiar in a context such as Uralla. Rainwater tanks were seen as
common and an accepted and well understood technology. Throughout our discussions
there was a degree of disagreement regarding the current regulations on the use of
rainwater tanks for augmenting domestic drinking supplies. Some participants reported that
they have rainwater systems plumped into their domestic supplies while others understood
that this was contrary to existing regulations.
In considering the potential for the increased use of rainwater tanks in Uralla the cost of
installing new rainwater tanks, particularly as it may be borne by vulnerable and low-income
households, was a particular concern. Here discussion highlighted the potential for rebates
and incentives to encourage households to adopt and update rainwater systems. In this
context a key concern was around the fairness and equity of encouraging the uptake of
rainwater tanks.
At the same time, discussion in our focus groups also questioned both the long-term
viability of domestic rainwater tanks and whether other approaches may prove to be more
useful. One participant, for example, commented “all the big shops that you've got around,
no water tank. Where's the water going? What this suggest is that notions of fairness and
equity are not simply values associated the financial cost of installing and maintaining
rainwater tanks. Rather our research suggests that the involvement of both the public and
private sectors - in addition to individual households - will be essential in ensuring that the
prioritised use of rainwater tanks is perceived as fair across all sectors of the Uralla
community.
Desilting the dam
Across the interviews and focus groups conducted for this project, a striking finding has
been the ways in which the experiences of 2019-2020 have prompted an appreciation of the
Kentucky Dam as the principal water source for Uralla’s town drinking supply. This history of

the dam construction and previous efforts to raise the height of the dam in the mid-1980s
are well understood and appreciated by participants in our research. So are concerns about
the volume of silt within dam waters. Accordingly, proposals for addressing the siltation of
the dam generated a high degree of discussion. Of critical importance to community
members is the value of reliable information on the state of the dam itself. One participant
captured this value, by referring to their experience of the 2019-2020 drought, suggest that
“all of a sudden, we … found out that we had even less water and the information was that
our dam wasn't a good quality dam, and it was full of silt and could literally run out at any
moment”.
Paralleling the results of survey research conducted for this project addressing silt in the
dam as a part of routine dam maintenance was well supported across our research
interactions. However, participants were careful to note the need to address water
management holistically. One participant highlighted, for example, the need to not only
address silt already in dam water, but the processes that produce silt and runoff generally,
suggesting that “the whole range of strategies for slowing the movement of water through
landscape so that has the benefit of reducing amount of silt in the dam. Perhaps also
removing some of the existing silt that might free up some water, but also retaining and …
it's more of a collective problem or
h”, while another participant
commented that “one of the options that people could think about is better management of
silt and thus reducing loss of storage volume. And over a long period of time, you could
think about how you could potentially reduce erosion on the banks. And you reduce
erosion by revegetation, by making sure that you keep animals away from the banks”.
Recycling water for non-drinking use
In this project we considered the role that water recycling might play for both potable and
non-potable uses. Of the two options the use of recycled water for non-potable uses was
generally seen as both positive and a clear preference between the two options. One
participant commented, for example, that “People would happily use it for anything other
than being piped back into the dam and use it for drinking water”, while others suggested
that the use of recycled water in parks, gold courses and in roadworks would “be perfect”
While participants were positive about the role of recycled water it was also clear that the
need for water recycling and the suitability of this approach for Uralla remained unclear.
For example, participants questioned whether water recycling would significantly improve
water sustainability in Uralla. One participant, for example, questioned: “is recycling water
really a viable option for us? Is there enough water in Uralla in the system at the moment?
From what we've just said water shortage is not necessarily a major problem. … Storage is
the main problem”.
At the same time, the construction of water recycling facilities in Uralla was also understood
in the context of wider values of regional and catchment water management, and the
potential diversion of water from other uses. Discussion centred here on “people on the
bottom of the sewage system who rely on for stock water because during the drought”, and

whether the diversion of water from the sewage system would precipitate wider challenges
lower in the catchment.
A participant on our focus group summed up much of this discussion by suggesting that
moves to consider the role that recycled water may play in Uralla should be cautious and
slow.
Recycling water back to Kentucky Creek Dam
Across the interviews and focus groups conducted for this project, the use of recycled water
for drinking purposes was seen as polarising. For example, some participants suggested that
“if that happens, I won't be drinking tap water ever again”, while others described water
recycling as beautiful due to the fact that water is “
h
”.
Generally, water recycling for drinking was seen as inevitable – which suggests that
expressions of support for recycled water are likely to be driven by and appreciation of the
need to augment drinking supplies with recycled wastewater.
At the same time, experiences with elevated arsenic levels in town water supplies also
prompted some participants to express concerns for the adequacy of filtration technologies
and the value of open discussion with the community about water recycling technologies,
and the ways in which these would be implemented in Uralla.
In this context, participants also noted that the augmentation of drinking supplies with
recycled water would necessitate that the “skills that already exist trickling down to Uralla
Shire”.
Collecting stormwater run-off
Reponses to the collection stormwater run-off – sometimes referred to as ‘stormwater
harvesting’ elicited a mixed response in our discussions with community members. It was
striking to hear participants discuss stormwater as “lost”, or water that had not been
“captured”. For example, participants spoke of stormwater as “lost water in the wrong
place” and that the “community isn’t taking advantage of”. Participants spoke vividly of
their understanding of stormwater and the prospects for capturing this water for drinking
purposes. “I think stormwater [harvesting] is really interesting” one participant
commented, “because where we are at the top of Hill Street there, the amount of water
that runs down from the railway stations down Duke Street, and I know the catchment for
the creeks are really important. So, I've thought about stopping that, but somehow, if you
could capture some of that water it would be remarkable”.
At the same time, participants spoke of the potential cost implications of stormwater
harvesting; that “it is going to cost you an arm and leg and a hip”, and questioned whether
“money-wise, is it worth it?”. Some participants also questioned the safety of stormwater
harvesting for drinking water. While stormwater harvesting was regarded as generally
positive participants questioned whether it should be a priority.
Underlying these concerns were understandings of the ecological values of stormwater
runoff. One participant commented that “stormwater is doing something for the MurrayDarling at least because it is water that just literally flows away from the town” while

another echoed a concern for the ways in which “we all live in ecosystems that are used to
” and asked “how much can we save in water efficiency
so those ecosystems get the water they've been operating on for a hundred if not
thousands of years?”
Increasing dam capacity
Across our research discussions increasing the capacity of Kentucky dam – either through
raising the dam wall, or through the construction of a secondary dam generated significant
discussion. As with conversations around addressing siltation issues in Kentucky dam, it was
striking to note the ways in which these discussions evidenced the community’s familiarity
with the dam, and with the catchment more generally. Discussion of histories of the dam
construction, previous efforts to raise the fam wall together with more recent innovations
in water treatment technologies were commonplace across our focus groups and
interviews.
Participants expressed a strong desire to understand the implications of raising the dam
wall asking, for example, whether this proposal would mean “all you're going to do is just
get very, very shallow water that spreads out over flat land” and whether constructing new
dams or storage facilities would yield more sustainable supplies of water.
Across these discussions a key concern that many participants expressed was for the
ecological value of water impounded in dams, that “Building more dams or bigger dams or
whatever is only holding water back from something else”. In this context participants
expressed an understanding of the often-rapid movement of water through the catchment,
and the experiences of the dam regularly exceeding capacity. Participant’s experiences and
knowledge of catchment processes led some to express the challenges facing Uralla as a
“storage problem” – “it's not so much lack of catchment, but lack of storage”. In this
context participants felt there was “the potential to catch more. There's potential to retain
more somehow somewhere, whether it's the same dam, another dam, or whatever”.
Importantly, participants understood the need to increase water storage in the context of
catchment management generally. “Solving it isn't just a matter of putting a bore, or putting
a dam, or whatever. It's about integrated catchment management” one participant
commented, while another continued, “it's actually a bigger, broader issue. And then, any
sort of catchment management activities actually then also impacts on the land holders who
are using that land because it then impacts upon about availability of water, grazing
management, and all those sorts of things. So, you can't just go in and do a blanket thou
shalt not because you're actually impacting on people’s livelihoods. So, there's a real
b
”
Linking to a regional water pipeline
Across the qualitative research conducted for this project, proposals for regional linkages in
water supplies did not garner significant levels of support, or positive community responses.
For some participants piping water from Armidale to Uralla was seen as “profoundly silly”,
while others warned of the possibility for hostile responses to this proposal from the
broader community, that “I think there’ll be that much community objection to that”. For

some this concern was also referred to conversations around regional linkages in water
supply, that this proposal “was talked about here years ago, and there was community
uproar”.
Underpinning these observations were concerns for the long-term sustainability of linking
regional water supplies, particularly in the context of drought and water shortages. One
focus group participant summed up this concern, asking “They wouldn’t have enough
anyway. So, how could they supply us as well? They can't. If anything, they were a mess”,
while in a similar vein another suggested that “all the problems of the Armidale Council are
different from problems of the Uralla Council.”
More generally the proposed linkage between regional water supplies was also perceived to
mitigate efforts to achieved more localised forms of water efficiency and sustainability. One
the participants in our focus groups suggested that piping water between regional centres,
is “not about learning to be more careful. It's about continuing with the lifestyle we like. It's
silly. Piping water from one place to another is silly. We need to learn to live within what
we've got”.
Taking no action to increase water supply
The experiences of 2019-2020, that included a prolonged drought, water restrictions and
the distribution of bottled water remain fresh in the minds of community members. Focus
group participants suggested that this period “just stretched everybody emotionally,
mentally, physically” and that the physical manifestations of the drought – dust storms,
bushfire, the detection of elevated levels of arsenic in the Uralla drinking supply – were
“dire”, and “dreadful”.
At the same time participants spoke about “people's ingenuity to solve the problem and
there was a real community spirit”, the need to for community voices to be heard in
decision making, for a “community conversation” about how we use water in Uralla, and for
a “water strategy that this
b ”
Importantly, the gravity of this experience informed a general consensus on the need to
think strategically about future water security and sustainability. One participant
commented that “the wisdom is get ready for the disaster” while another participant
suggested that “I think we've got to be known as a water-aware community” I think there's
a lot of pride in the community being in Uralla”. For these reasons taking no action to
address water sustainability was widely seen as inconsistent with the lessons members of
the community had learned during the last two years.

What Can Be Learnt from Our Community
Level of Sophistication
Residents of the Uralla Shire have a quite sophisticated appreciation of the
interconnectedness of varying options for future water security. There was a good
appreciation of how one option might affect other options or other water users.

The community was able to articulate well what they thought of various water options and
why, providing quite specific guidance on and insights into the issues of concerns for each
option. If used judiciously by Uralla Shire Council, this provides an effective means of
responding in a meaningful way to community feedback.
Our community does have a preference towards certain options for water security
(rainwater tanks, recycling for non-drinking water uses) while other options are not well
supported (bores, regional pipeline). The most diverse response was to the option for
recycling water back into Kentucky Creek Dam. This was not unexpected given community
attitudes and limited experience with water recycling technologies but also a deeper
understanding that water recycling offers solutions in a resource constrained world.
Importantly, there is little appetite in our community for taking no action to secure future
water supplies.
Residents are keen to be a part of the solution, to own and take responsibility for finding a
solution with a long time-horizon (110 years +). In the past water shortages were solved by
community leaders stepping up at local government level to initiate improvements in water
infrastructure.
A strong recognition of the impact of climate change was evident in peoples’ responses,
with a reoccurring sentiment expressed that the 2019 drought and bushfires were different
and that we would need to prepare for them to reoccur more often in the future.
The challenges demonstrated the capacity of the community to respond and support each
other and Uralla Shire Council. ZNET organised the public meeting to help facilitate
communication between Council and the community at the height of the drought and
worked alongside Council to roll out communications strategy on water conservation.
Volunteers from the community managed the daily delivery of water to residents while until
Council was short-staffed due to festive season holidays.

Next Steps
The Let’s Talk About Water Blueprint can be used in several ways to assist water service
providers to undertake sound and meaningful community engagement and consultation, as
they transition to more sustainable water supplies.

For Elected Councillor Representatives
Let’s Talk About Water provides detailed insights into the thinking of residents and
businesses that would not ordinarily be available to Councillors. This provides the basis on
which Councillors can guide water policy development, knowing how their community
thinks and feels. An appreciation of the issues that may arise with any one or combination
of water security solutions gives the opportunity to introduce change with the least amount
of community opposition, as concerns can be addressed in advance. Feedback from
community and Councillors can be found in Appendix F.

For Uralla Shire Council
Although the potential options for water security were presented individually in the survey,
the technical solution for securing future water supplies may be a combination of

approaches. Let’s Talk About Water does not draw conclusions or make recommendations
on any particular approach as it is Uralla Shire Council’s role to solve the problem of
sustainable and secure water supplies.
What this report does is to provide a framework for Uralla Shire Council to build
subsequent, in-depth community consultation on water sustainability and related issues. By
completing valuable groundwork through Let’s Talk About Water, it is hoped Council can
begin any subsequent consultation process with an initial understanding of community’s
perspectives, the type of outcomes community may be seeking, questions that are likely to
arise and the usefulness of various engagement practices. This report does not seek to
replace Council’s own engagement with the community on the technical approaches
planned for future water security.
Using feedback from Let’s Talk About Water, the following guide in Table 2 is offered to
Uralla Shire Council so that the concerns of residents and businesses are acknowledged and
addressed.
Table 2. Engagement and communication themes to acknowledge and address community
concerns.
Water
Option
Sinking
bores

Installing
more
rainwater
tanks
Desilting
the dam

Recycling
water for
nondrinking
use
Recycling
water back
to
Kentucky
Creek Dam

Community concerns would be acknowledged and addressed if Council can communicate on the
following key issues:
✓ an assessment of the sustainable yield of water from bores and how much will this contribute to
secure water supplies
✓ a technical assessment of the likelihood of finding water before drilling commences
✓ information on how bore water use would be integrated into the overall water supply and treated
to manage any water quality issues
✓ a description of how bores would be sited and installed to ensure minimal impact on existing bores
✓ opportunities for Council to provide financial assistance and/or incentives for rainwater tanks
✓ Financial assistance to plumb rainwater into homes for washing machines and flushing toilets
✓ community education on how to safely store and effectively use rainwater, including how to
maintain a rainwater tank
✓ information on planning regulations on rainwater tank installation
✓ engineering report on projected increase in dam capacity from desilting and how much this
additional storage will contribute to water security
✓ information on what measures will be taken to dispose of silt, to avoid or remove contaminants
✓ an assessment of technical feasibility and examples of case studies of similar dam desilting
✓ outline of accompanying measures and assistance to landholders to reduce further silt entering the
town water supply dam
✓ information on the scope of activities that non-drinking water use will be applied and how much
reticulated town water will be saved
✓ community education campaign on how recycled water can be safely used
✓ analysis on how downstream ecosystems and water users could be affected
✓ government assistance to recycle wastewater from treatment plant
✓ an independent assessment of the technical feasibility of recycling water including the quantity of
water, the impact on water security, the infrastructure needed and the likely financial cost
✓ case studies of comparable locations returning recycled water to town water supply
✓ details of how water quality testing is to be conducted and how results will be publicly visible
✓ community education campaign on how recycled water is safe to use
✓ analysis on how downstream ecosystems and water users could be affected
✓ State government assistance to recycle wastewater from treatment plant

Collecting
stormwater
run-off
Increasing
dam
capacity

Linking to a
regional
water
pipeline

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Taking no
action to
increase
water
supply

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

the technical feasibility of stormwater collection – yield, infrastructure, and cost
impact of stormwater harvesting on flood mitigation, riparian zone health and environmental flows
community education on how stormwater water can be safely treated and used for drinking
case studies of comparable locations using stormwater to drought-proof their town water supply
study of the dam catchment and adjoining catchments to identify the best option for additional dam
capacity – covering land loss, evaporation, extra volume stored and engineering constraints
environmental flows needed downstream from Kentucky Creek Dam to preserve ecosystems
catchment water yield to determine if additional dam capacity in the catchment will reliably fill
proactive catchment management to reduce silt from soil erosion
safeguards to ensure an equitable sharing of water and details on how water entitlements would be
secured against competing demands from the growth of high-water-use businesses in the region
information on water management track records of other local government areas/water utilities to
be involved in agreements
sustainable yield assessment for the key supply catchments to ensure water entitlements can be
delivered in the event of widespread drought
infrastructure required for regional water sharing and cost-effectiveness of water delivery
a rational and clearly articulated reason why no action is being taken
impact of constrained water resources on economic and population growth, and community
wellbeing
opportunities Council is pursuing for water savings & infrastructure improvements to reduce losses
assistance Council will offer residents to improve water efficiency
need for long term planning that reviews sustainable water yields as the climate changes

Feedback on how Uralla Shire Council intends to use this information can be found
Appendix F.
For Other Regional Councils
This report recognises that local government resources are finite and prioritised to meeting
legislated tasks and community services, while acknowledging that councils’ engagement
with their communities is paramount to building positive relationships and successfully
adopting water security initiatives. The report serves to provide a valuable starting point, so
local government and other water utilities can then delve deeper on these issues, to consult
more cost-effectively to identify community opinions and values.
It also recognises that issues of water security are largely universal for regional Australian
communities. For councils outside the Uralla Shire, the report not only provides a
fundamental framework for community engagement on water security, but it also offers an
initial guide on regional communities’ contemporary views and acceptance of particular
measures for securing water supplies.
ZNET Uralla and the UNSW team comprises professionals with experience in sustainability
measures and community engagement. It is, therefore, well placed to take the initiative to
produce this water security engagement framework, effectively in partnership with local
government, so councils can then use it as a tool for their own consultations and
investigations. To this end ZNET Uralla will present the Let’s Talk About Water Blueprint at
the May 2022 meeting of the New England Joint Organisation of Councils.
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Appendices
Appendix A – Information Fliers
The seven information fliers on water supply, community consultation options for improving water security can be found at www.zneturalla.org.au/water

Appendix B – Water Options Survey
Drill bores to supplement dam supply
Pluses

Concerns

Known technology

May deplete ground water

Has worked for other
towns

Often poor quality – salt and
radioactive

Some good bores in the
district

Pumping expensive

Where do you sit?

Comments? Extra info would you like?

Tick your response:

□□□□□

May not strike water
No way

OK

Excellent

Rainwater tanks
Pluses

Concerns

Where do you sit?

Good to have own supply
of water

Expensive to install

Tick your response:

Can save water if plumbed
into house
Helps manage damage
caused by high volume
runoff

Often “saved” until there are
tight water restrictions – does
not save much dam water
Tanks needs to be maintained

Comments? What extra info would you like?

□□□□□
No way

OK

Excellent

Clean silt out the dam
Pluses

Concerns

Where do you sit?

Frees up storage space in
existing dam

May not yield much additional
water

Tick your response:

No extra infrastructure
needed

Specialized equipment needed
Large disruption to water
supply – would need
independent supply during desilting

Comments? What extra info would you like?

□□□□□
No way

OK

Excellent

Silt may have heavy metals
and difficult to dispose of
Need to stop more silt running
into dam

Recycle treated water for public gardens and roadworks
Pluses

Concerns

Where do you sit?

Saves water when dam
levels are dropping

Does not help when water is
needed for household use.

Tick your response:

Suits high volume users
close to sewage plant

Water requires careful
management to be safely used

Reduces release of high
nutrient water to natural
creek systems

Needs storage infrastructure
to optimize the investment.

Comments? What extra info would you like?

□□□□□
No way

OK

Excellent

Protects high value tree
and sporting assets

Recycle treated water back into dam
Pluses

Concerns

Where do you sit?

Provides a significant boost
to household water supply

Very high degree of water
quality management to obtain
approval from NSW Health

Tick your response:

Reduces nitrogen discharge
fees
Uses existing infrastructure
for distribution to users,
including storage

New pipeline from sewage
treatment works to dam
needed
Extra water treatment
equipment needed

Comments? What extra info would you like?

□□□□□
No way

OK

Excellent

Public acceptance challenges

Stormwater harvesting
Pluses

Concerns

Where do you sit?

Helps manage damage
caused by high volume
runoff

Requires new infrastructure to
capture (storage
infrastructure significant) and
recycle water

Tick your response:

“New” water source
Could provide
environmental benefits to

Relatively small volumes of
tap water would be replaced

Comments? What extra info would you like?

□□□□□
No way

OK

Excellent

engineered wetlands or
small local collection points

Raise the dam wall, build supplementary dam
Pluses

Concerns

Where do you sit?

Worked last time and could
work again

Needs engineering
investigation – may not be
feasible in catchment

Tick your response:

Extracts more water from
catchment

Comments? What extra info would you like?

□□□□□
No way

OK

Excellent

Regional linked water sharing pipeline
Pluses

Concerns

Where do you sit?

Evens out reliable big
supply of water

Energy intensive and
expensive

Tick your response:

Taps into proposed plans
to increase regional dam
storage

Everyone has a drought at the
same time

Comments? What extra info would you like?

□□□□□
No way

OK

Excellent

Do nothing about additional water supplies
Pluses

Concerns

Where do you sit?

Comments? What extra info would you like?

Low cost

Limits economic growth

Promotes more efficient
and responsible use of
water

Tighter water restrictions
more often
Puts the community under
stress and creates uncertainty

Tick your response:

□□□□□
No way

OK

Excellent

Appendix C – Results and Feedback

Appendix D – Community Feedback on Water Scarcity and Quality
The following notes were recorded at the various gatherings held for Let’s Talk About
Water. They are largely unedited and are presented here to give a sense of how our
community felt during the last few months of the drought and arsenic contamination of the
drinking water.
Families:
Bathing routine was really difficult, getting the kids to share their bath water was especially difficult
because one child has allergies. Had to rush to get the kids in and out of the bath to limit time in
water with arsenic. Raised stress levels for the whole family.
Pets suffered from heat – exercise was difficult and there was no swimming, hard to keep areas
clean for pets.
High dust levels cause health problems with asthma, air quality at home was dreadful. Everything we
did as a family felt like the world was hitting us in the face.
It was confronting to have to restrict children’s activities – dust, arsenic, lack of water. The
environment is such a large part of our creative self – without places to go it was hard to maintain
stability and distract the kids from the stress. Watching the wildlife struggle for water got the kids
worried about dehydration and dying birds and animals.
Bath time was the hardest element, very brown bathwater which was pretty foul. Little ones drink
the bathwater – having to explain to them about the arsenic, not being able to use the bubblers, the
drought. Frustration at having to collect water. But we learnt a lot about being resilient and
accommodating to life’s challenges. Learnt a lot about life!!!
Could only do the washing every two days, depressing always having dirty washing, dreaded the kids
wetting the bed! Depressing walking out into the dust under the clothesline. Just depressing –
always being behind on domestic chores.
Laundry was a real challenge with only tank water. Eventually had to bring washing into relatives’
house in town. Kids would wear clothes for four days to minimise washing. It took almost all day to
cart the washing into town and stand by as each load was done and then get it home. Stole our
family time.
Cattle on our property were dying and the kids had to see their pets die. Upset going out and finding
their favorite ones dead. We bought water just before arsenic was announced – more stress.
Constantly yelling at the kids to have quick showers.
Threat of fire with no water to fight it. Working full time and coming home to dirty clothes and no
water to wash, spending money on livestock feed. Everything sucked up our time as parents and
took it away from our kids.
Did not realize how much water we used. Childs exmaha was bad and couldn’t use town water. Put
on a rainwater tank for kid’s baths and once the water ran out had to put child back on steroid
cream to control it. Moving back to Armidale because of the difficulty with Uralla town water
causing allergies.
Lack of water and smell of water was bad. Had to buy water. Lack of faith in Uralla Shire Council so
still buying water.

We saved every part of the water we could. Still have the systems set up. Great learning curve on
water use and recycling. Incentives should be offered for rainwater tanks. Kids used a timer for the
shower and would fight over it.
Amazing for our visitors from away who did not understand how important it was to save water beat the timer in the shower, not flush the toilet all the time. Amazing how much water is used in
shower and toilet.
Lots of pressure on Mums. Had up to eight kids some of the time with blended family. Dad banging
on the door to get kids out of the shower. Convincing the kids they can wear their clothes for more
than half an hour!

Business Breakfast:
Lack of water availability for businesses; sporting facilities within 5 mins of closing down; impact on
mental health; shipping water to Uralla was extra expense and time; many had unusable water due
to arsenic.
Drought and arsenic impacted amount of available cash in the community – flow on effect in cafes,
less employment, then it flows through the community and other businesses.
Carting water had impact on money, time, and mental health; garden space is so important – most
of it died; silt in dams is an issue with livestock bogging and poor water quality from mud and algae.
Lots of work was put on hold; no rural work available; ran out of drinking water; some landholders
gave water to USC for road repairs and for firefighting.
So important to keep gardens/greens/fairways alive – significant decrease in patrons due to
condition of golf course.
No reserves for bush fires.
No access to Job Keeper due to loss of income in previous 12 months from drought and arsenic.
Less travellers and motel stops; Sydney Morning Herald article on arsenic was far more deadly than
the water!
For nursery (retail) growers, just had to stop producing stock and supply of regular plants went low;
gardeners gave up hope and tried wicker beds or pot growing; triaged which valuable plants and
trees to keep alive.
Starving, bogging livestock with enormous fodder bills – waiting, waiting for it to rain.

CWA:
The daily routine: Brushing your teeth with bottled water! Using grey water before it got smelly.
Keeping favourite shrubs alive, many out of town people lost mature trees.
It was difficult to ration the water – water sources dried up that have never dried before. First time
seeing the creek dry in my lifetime.
Missed having a veggie patch, it felt wrong not to be able to grow our food, and we spent much
more at the supermarket on fruit and veggies.
Heavy feeling of restriction on you and impact on healthy living.
Surprised we only have one water source in town.

Good things also came out of the crisis – people appreciated where our water was coming from;
sense of strong community (including USC) in getting the water distribution underway; town water
now tastes a lot better (majority of people agreed); it taught people how to conserve water and
helped form new habits.

Friends of McMaughs:
Terrible – lost a lot of plants – 3 trees out the front. Silver birch at the back as well. They need a lot
of water.
Dam water supply held up on rural property and tanks held up. We did not use enough stored water
as you were never sure how long the drought would last. We could have used a lot more water and
saved plants.
We lost a lot of our fish in the dam – silver perch. It was awful seeing them die.
Hope I don’t have to live through another drought. It was a terrible thing to see people taking their
own lives (suicide) and the livestock suffering. It’s the heart ache – going to the dam and getting
stock out then going back to find them bogged again and too weak so they had to be shot. My sonin-law was very depressed and suffered.
Look out each morning and wonder how long will this go on and what is the future going to be? Get
up every morning and you look out and it is dead and dry.
Saved the shower water for my hedge. Looks a lot worse and I feel very sad.
Saved water – still do even now it has rained. Learn to be careful in the country.
We had no water in the dams for a year. Depressing to only be able to water with watering can and a
tiny amount of water. We had to be careful with water – grey water onto veggie garden. A lot of
plants did not survive that type of water. Saved grey water not really safe.
Buying feed and feeding stock a continual job to search out where there was feed and get to the
property.
Should enforce water restrictions earlier in town.

Appendix E – Photo Gallery

Figure 5. ZNET Team discussing the Let's Talk About Water project with local NSW Member for Northern Tablelands (L to R:
Bob Crouch, ZNET, Sandra Edy, ZNET, Adam Marshall, Member for Northern Tablelands, Carol Shantal, ZNET).

Figure 6. ZNET leading water workshop consultation session with mothers and grandparents.

Figure 7. Children enjoying some water activities while their mothers and grandparents talk about water.

Figure 8. Sandra Eady (centre) talking through the results of Let's Talk About Water with candidates for Uralla Shire local
government elections.

Figure 9. Mirand Rudd-Huges (ZNET Water Project Officer) preparing Library display of consultation results on future water
options.

Figure 10. UNSW project partners - Stuart Khan (Water Engineer) and Matt Kearnes (Social Geographer) enjoying a
refreshment at the Top Pup on one of their trips to Uralla.

Figure 11. Ted Williams and Sonia Williams, Wilhelmshohe, pointing out features of Kentucky Creek Dam to Matt Kearnes
(UNSW).

Figure 12. Sandra Eady, ZNET, assisting community resident to fill out the water options survey.

Figure 13. community feedback written on the Uralla Library water display featuring the 10 L bottles used to dispense water
for drinking.

Figure 14. Let's Talk About Water project launch at Kentucky Creek Dam

Figure 15. Project team discuss Let's Talk About Water with local Member for Northern Tablelands, Adam Marshall at
project launch (L to R: matt Kearnes, UNSW, Adma Marshall, Sandra eady, ZNET, Stuart Khan UNSW).

Figure 16. Sandra Eady, ZNET, with those ubiquitous water bottles that supplied drinking water to Uralla for four months.

Figure 17 ZNET Vice President Carol Shantal giving a presentation to NSW Ministers Matt Kean and Adam Marshall, council
members and ZNET executive on our new project "Uralla - Lets ‘Talk About Water" (L to R: Kate Jessep, USC General
Manager, Carol Shantal, ZNET, Matt Kean, Adam Marshall, Peter Low, ZNET).

Z-NET Uralla partner with Global Water Institute and Uralla Shire Council to deliver the Blueprint for
Water | The Armidale Express | Armidale, NSW
Meet Prof Matt Kearnes - YouTube
Stuart Khan on Twitter: "Uralla locals paying close attention to discussion of water supply and water
quality issues in Uralla on the @LGNSW water management conference. One plus side of
COVID-19 has meant that many more people can access these conference discussions, who normally
would not. https://t.co/jVY68Hz1R5" / Twitter

Appendix F Project Evaluation and Feedback from Uralla Residents and Uralla Shire
Council
Evaluation of social media reach for Water Options Papers showed 4,300 engagements
when the results of the community engagement were publicly released. Over this period,
the increase in normal traffic on the ZNET Water webpage was 42%, Facebook 53% and an
increase of 23% in online searches.
Example of feedback from community: "It was lovely to meet you on Saturday and thank
you for the interesting presentation and hand-outs. I think it has certainly got a few more
people thinking seriously about how we manage water. And that it is not just about putting
in a few more tanks and generally using a bit less water."
Example of feedback from Uralla Shire Councillors: "The information provided by ZNET has
been a great resource for me to have a much better knowledge of what the community want
and also what possibilities there are for us going forward. It enabled me to ask better
questions knowing what the community's position and suggestions were. ZNET has come up
a few times in a very positive light at Council meetings and discussions."....
“Congratulations to ZNET for "Let’s talk About Water" for providing Uralla with a world class
example of community consultation. The results will form a valuable tool to assist in Council
deliberations on this critical resource.”
Feedback from catchment landholders: “[We] really appreciated the opportunity to hear
the findings of the work done in the project and to discuss firsthand with Councillors, and
other stakeholders, our thoughts about the various proposals put forward.
Also our thanks to all Councillors - we realise you are all very busy, so thank you for making
the time ..... It’s heartening to see the interest taken in receiving the communities’ input re
the possible future directions to secure Uralla’s Water supply, and we hope that the
opportunity to see the dam and overview the catchment will be of benefit in the decisions
Council will make in regards to this.”
Feedback from Uralla Shire Council Staff: “The outcomes of the “Let’s Talk About Water”
project will form part of the body of information that Council will consider as it continues to
develop its Integrated Water Catchment Management Strategy (IWCMS). Part of the IWCMS
will be to drought proof Council’s town water supply schemes through demand management
and increasing the security of supply.
This community consultation exercise provides Council with a snapshot of both:
•
•

community sentiment in regard to some potential solutions to enhance Council’s
Uralla water supply, and
a general understanding of the community’s appreciation of the feasibility and
practicality of a range of water supply enhancement options.

The information will further assist Council in identifying opportunities for public education in
relation to water saving measures and alternate water source and augmentation options
and the associated benefits, risks, feasibility and costs.

Uralla Shire Council was a project partner and provided support to the project as a
stakeholder including:
-

Letter of support for the funding application

-

Initial workshop to with Councillors and Executive

-

ZNET project presentation to the New England Joint Organisation

-

Technical review of information brochures prepared by ZNet

-

Regular updates in Council’s monthly newsletter

Participation in stakeholder engagement (business breakfast, individual interviews,
focus group)
-

Progress briefing to Council

Council’s support for the project aligns with a number of strategies identified in the Council’s
draft Community Strategic Plan (preparation is currently in progress with the community).”

